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BY WALTER A. WOOD 

HE Wood-Yukon Expedition, 1935, entered the field for the 
purpose of conducting a programme of reconnaissance aerial 
survey, using a method whereby high oblique aerial photographs 

are used as a basis for topographical mapping. Such a method has 
been developed at the American Geographical Society during the last 
few years, and the expedition was conducted under the auspices of 
that Society .1 

The members of the expedition included Messrs. I. Peace Hazard 
(A.C.), Joseph W. Fobes, Harrison Wood, Mrs. Walter A. Wood and 
the writer as leader. Miss Adeline Hazard accompanied the expedition 
to one of its higher camps and Mrs. Harrison Eustis journeyed to the 
advance Base Camp. I-Ians Fuhrer, Swiss guide of Portland, Oregon, 
acted as guide. 

The area visited lies in S.W. Yukon Territory on the Yukon side 
of the St. Elias Range, and adjacent to the International Boundary 
between .A.laska and Canada. Mt. Steele, r6,644 ft. or 5073 m.,2 the 
principal peak on the Yukon watershed in Canada, lies about 40 miles 
N. of lVIt. Logan. Other outstanding peaks of the region are : 1\'It. 
Wood, rs,885 ft. or 4842 m.,3 rz miles N.W. of Mt. Steele; Mt. 
Walsh, I4,700 ft. or 4480 m.4 and lVIt. Lucania, 17,147 ft. or 5226 m.,5 

the latter lying 7 miles to the W. of Mt. Steele on the western side of 
the watershed. 1\!It. Lucania is the highest unclimbed peak in North 
America. 

Proceeding from Vancouver, B.C., to Skagway, Alaska, by boat and 
thence to Whitehorse, Y.T., by rail, the party arrived at Burwash 
Landing on I{luane Lake towards the end of June, having come from 
Whitehorse by lorry and by aeroplane. The Jacquot Brothers, who 
for more than a score of years have fitted out hunting-parties visiting 
the landward slopes of the St. Elias Range, provided the necessary 
pack train, and on July r we set out with 34 pack- and saddle-horses 
westward toward the St. Elias Range, 50 miles away. 

1 See Geog. Review, vol. 2 I, I g3 I, pp. 20I-I 2 ; _ibid. pp. 660-2 ; Journal 
of the Optical Soc. of America, vol. 25, Ig35, pp. 185-g; News Notes of the 
American Soc. of Photogrammetry, vol. I, I935, No. 5, pp. 25-34. 

2 Named in rgoo by J. J. McArthur after ColonelS. B. Steele, in command 
of the North-West Mounted Police, Dawson, 18gg. 

3 Named after Major Z. T. Wood, commanding North-West Mounted Police, 
Dawson, 1 goo. 

4 Nan'led after Major J. M. Walsh, Commissioner of Yukon Territory, r8g8. 
5 Named by H.R.H. The Duke of the Abruzzi after the ship which brought 

him to America. See map A.J. 37. facing go. 
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F:xpcditima photo.] 
MT. STEELE AND WoLF CREEK GLACIER FROM AN AE:lOPLANE AT ca. I 1 ,soo FT. 

[To fact: p. So. 
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PEAKS oF THE ST. ELIAS RA~GE TO THE S. OF V{oLF CnEEK (;LAC IER. 
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PEAKS To THE N. OF WoLF CHEEK GLACIER. 
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T:xpcdition photo.] 

::vlT. LOGAN (ca. 40 l\IILES DISTA~T) SEEN FR0::\1 THE SVM:\11T OF lVIT. STEELE . 
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Expedition photo.] 

LooKI~G N.E. Fno:vt THE suM:vnT OF MT. STEELE DO\V~ WoLF CREEK GLACIER. 
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1\IIT. LUCA~IA (LEFT) AND MT. STEELE SEE).; FHO:.VI THE E. AEROPLA~E PHOTOGRAPH TAI<E;..; AT ca. I 3,500 FT. 

T o fa ctJ p. 81. 
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The area in lVhich we were interested is drained by the Donjek 
River, one of the principal tributaries of the ~'hite River, whose waters 
join those of the Yukon 6o miles S. of DawRon, Y.T. The Donjek 
Valley \¥as reached in z days from Kluane Lake, and after crossing its 
wide flood plain (3 miles) and ascenciing it 9 miles \Ve turned westward 
up a tributary valley bearing the local name of \'V olf Creek. This 
valley had been studied from the air a week previously and \¥as 
known to give access, 'Cia a long glacier, to both it. vVood and 
Mt. Steele. 

On July 5 Base Camp was established above the snout of this glacier,, 
on its true right bank and at an approximate altitude of 4000 ft. Con
forming to the local name applied to the valley, we referred to this ice 
stream as \Volf Creek Glacier. Due to its being stagnant, much 
dissected by watercourses and covered with a mantle of detritus, pro
gress along it vvas out of the question. \~lith much labour a trail was 
constructed for several miles along its right bank, and a raging tributary 
torrent bridged by five spruce trees carried into place from half a mile 
below the glacier. This trail made it possible for the pack-train to 
advance more than 10 miles up the glacier to a point \Vhere Wolf 
Creek Glacier makes a sharp bend from a northerly course to an 
easterly one. 11ere a tributary glacier enters the main ice stream from 
the S.E. and effectively blocks horse transport. At this point the 
advance Base Camp vvas pitched, the altitude being about 5500 ft. 
This camp was a wholly delightful one, lying in the valley formed by 
the right lateral moraine of vVolf Creek ·Glacier and the mountain wall, 
and in full' iew of lVIt. \¥ood and l\-1t. Steele. The camp was pitched 
on grass, with willow available for firewood a short distance down the 
glacier. Since firewood was at a premium above timber line (Base 
Camp, 4000 ft.) and grass equally scarce, this site must rank with that 
other gift of nature, Green Lake on the Zemu Glacier. 

As we advanced, survey operations were in progress and continued 
to be the primary purpose of the expedition. The advance Base 
Camp, which became known as Camp 6, was pitched on July 18,. and 
during the ensuing week two more camps were established, one mid-
way between Camp 6 and Mt. Steele, and the other at the base of the 
E. ridge of the mountain at an altitude of approximately 7200 ft. 
Unseasonably bad weather hampered this advance and, rather than 
consume supplies destined for an attack on the peak, the party retreated 
to Camp 6. T'vo more advances met a similar fate, but served the 
purpose of stocking both camps with sufficient food for a two weeks' 
occupation by four men. 

Finally, on August 8, the vveather cleared, and shortly after midnight 
on August 9 Fobes, H. \Vood, Fuhrer and the writer set out to attempt 
the mountain. A short rock gully and a long ascending traverse of a 
snow slope gave access to the first buttress marking the end proper of 
Steele's E. ridge. Though this ridge is tenned the E. ridge it actually 
runs S .E. in its lower half, enclosing on the ~ T .E. the savage cirque 
forming the head of vVolf Creek Glacier. The summit of Mt. Steele 
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stands directly at the head of the cirque and dominates a gooo ft. wall 
of ice and rock plunging at a terrifying angle to Wolf Creek Glacier. 
From the first buttress we followed the ridge or the rock margin of the 
cirque where deep snow on the crest made progress laborious, and at 
04.30 attained the lowest point of a sudden steepening of slope. 
Deplorable snow conditions made the ascent of this part of the ridge 
most trying. The slope is 8oo feet high and set at an angle of so o 

(clinometer). It required r! hours to reach the top, where a halt was 
called for breakfast. Continuing upwards, always in deep powder 
snow, we reached an altitude of r 3 ,2 50 ft. just below a prominent 
shoulder where the ridge bends toward the summit. During the last 
2 hours a severe S.W. wind had made climbing increasingly difficult. 
Now it reached such proportions that visibility was reduced to little 
better than a rope's length. This was due entirely to wind-blown 
particles of snow ; the weather, though overcast, was still good. At 
ro.oo we halted to discuss the situation. To the S. Mt. Logan stood 
up grey and unimpressive, and milky-coloured clouds could be seen 
drifting towards us from the sea. We decided to return ; a storm 
was imminent, and recalling that encountered by the Mt. Logan party 
ro years previously we had no desire to repeat the experience. 
Although one of us was blown clean off a knife-edge ridge on the 
descent, we arrived safely in Camp 8 shortly before the storm broke 
in earnest. 

For four days the blizzard raged, making exits from the tents for 
food a most undesirable procedure. August 14 dawned clear and 
cold ( + 12° F.), and we proceeded upwards again to occupy a survey
station as high on the mountain as conditions would allow. To our 
surprise we found that the wind had been so severe on the ridges that 
most of the fresh snow had been blown off them or hardened into a 
crust which made for excellent progress. The station occupied, we 
hurried back to camp early in the afternoon to snatch a fevv hours' 
rest before making a final assault on M t. Steele should the weather 
permit. · 

Leaving camp on a crystal clear night at or .rs of August I 5, we 
hurriedly climbed upward in steps now familiar to us all. The 
temperature was - 4 o F. as we passed the first buttress, and we reached 
the survey station before dawn. The 50° slope offered a wind-hardened 
surface which required only the kicking of steps, and at 07.30 we 
gained the shoulder after an hour's struggle on a deep slope of powder 
snow. Turning westward we traversed a nearly horizontal ridge for 
several hundred yards, and came to a steep and narrow ice ridge 
abutting against the seracs at the eastern edge of a shallow trough
shaped snow-field. Above this to theW. rose the summit cone. The 
ice ridge gave the best climbing of the day, and shortly before noon 
we emerged at the S .E. corner of the snow-field. The crossing of this 
( rooo ft.) was most laborious, the most efficacious method being to 
crawl, so deep and powdery was the snow. Once on the final slopes, 
however, a good surface was encountered and at 14.30 we emerged on 

• 
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to the summit. Difference of elevation from Camp 8 9400 ft. ; 
time required, 13l hours. 

The view, doubtless one of the finest to be had in the St. Elias 
Range, included most of the prominent peaks of the range, from Mt. 
V\T ood to the N. through Mts. Bona and Lucania, the latter only 7 miles 
distant, St. Elias, Logan, Cook, Vancouver, and Hubbard and, so distant 
as to be almost mistaken for a cloud, l\1t. Fairweather. Nearer at hand 
to the S. stretched the maze of glacier systems explored earlier in the 
year by Bradford 'iV ashburn. To the N .E. lay a jumble of peaks, 
unnamed and unknown before our visit, of which several surpass 
13,000 ft. and scores ro,ooo ft., Vlith the ice-free ground of the Yukon 
Basin merging into the cloud banks a hundred miles away. After 
completing survey operations we left the summit at 15.00, and 19.15 
found us glissading the last slopes above camp . 
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